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Who We Are
Funganomics® is a company comprised of talented and passionate blockchain, software and gaming
experts who are collectively building the premier NFT ecosystem, designed to support their vision for
the future of NFTs and Play To Earn (P2E) Gaming.
The Funganomics® brand name originated as a byproduct of the terms ‘non-fungible’ token and
‘economics’. It encompasses a very special online domain where community members obtain intrinsic
value for their various NFT investments as well as participating in amazing, immersive P2E games.
This newly-created, next generation platform offers community members, partners, investors and
gamers a completely unique experience and unprecedented clarity in terms of company direction and
future plans when compared to other products and projects available presently.
Funganomics® is a trading name of the NFT Group and is further categorised into:

FGS Games®: P2E gaming division
Fungality®: VR & AR gaming experiences considering the addition of
the Metaverse under the FGS Games brand
Fungatopia®; Marketplace that has functionality of gasless
multi-network features

Funganomics® has also developed an NFT platform known as Fungatopia that includes a marketplace to
integrate our technologies both present and future. Fungatopia is an integral component of the overall
ecosystem, designed to reward its Investors, community members, collaborators and partners, while
helping artists and brands scale quickly and easily within the NFT space utilising Blockchain technology.
We have a robust pipeline and an extensive roadmap that will ensure regular releases of fresh, new, exciting
projects and development of associated utilities to collect, buy and trade NFTs. There are numerous
projects currently in our development queue that will utilise the Funganomics® ecosystem via this
integration.
Funganomics® is focused on maximising community and customer satisfaction as primary objectives,
while producing the high quality and highly desirable NFT collections that will be synonymous across
a wide range of categories to maximise appeal.
The Funganomics® NFT platform has an inherent back-end versatility that ‘future proofs’ the business,
considering and addressing features and functions that fully support the future of NFTs and P2E gaming.
Completely unique to Funganomics®, our proprietary, back-end gaming engine provides game developers
with the tools and functions to develop their own projects without incurring the initial, substantial
investment for the technology infrastructure development itself. This allows for their fund raising activities to
be focused on other aspects of game development, bringing their projects to market earlier and reducing
start-up costs and risks. Fund raising will be substantially easier and faster for 3rd parties when utilising an
existing, highly-scalable and exible game engine provided by Funganomics®
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To date we have already achieved several signi cant milestones & benchmarks in terms of progress and are
well on our way to the ‘Presale’ & ’Live’ phases of the project. Speci cally, we have completed the NFT
Platform/Marketplace and these assets are now fully functional awaiting launch. Development of the game
itself (Funganomics Ultimate Showdown) - is well underway. All supporting documentation has been
created, including the Whitepaper and backend blockchain smart contracts. This Whitepaper is published
on the funganomics.com website for reference and perusal. Our AR ecosystem is in the nal phases of the
rst round of completion leading us into the next phases of the build. FUS NFT’s Utilise the AR ecosystem
as an access gateway to additional rewards as an additional utility.
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Funganomics® brings together NFT collectors and P2E gamers from across the world
via FGS Games®.

Funganomics® is an trading name of the NFT Group
and is further categorised into:

FGS Games®

Fungality®

Fungatopia®

Our P2E gaming division

Our VR & AR gaming
experiences under the
FGS Games brand

Our marketplace that has
the utility of versatile,
multi-platform integration

We have a robust pipeline and an extensive roadmap that will ensure regular
releases of fresh, new, exciting projects and development of associated
utilities to collect, buy and trade NFTs. There are numerous projects currently
in our development queue that will utilise the Funganomics®
ecosystem via this integration.
The Funganomics® NFT platform has an inherent back-end versatility that
‘future proofs’ the business, considering and addressing features and
functions that fully support the future of NFTs and P2E gaming.

Layers
Cross-platform game development environment and run-time engine supporting a wide range
of platforms. It supports scripting in JavaScript, C#. It also supports a web player for
deployment on all the major web browsers. FGS Games® could further deploy FUS on mobile
platforms, without sacrificing the quality of our game for mobile platforms.

Gaming Engine Architecture Layers
GAME-SPECIFIC SUBSYSTEMS

Weapons

Traits

Game-Speci c Rendering:
Battle Arena Rendering

Player Mechanics:
Movements, Attacks.

Game Cameras: Fixed Camera,
Scripted/Animated Cameras.

FRONT END

Full-Motion Video

In-Game Menus
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In-Game GUI - allowing the player to manipulate
character inventory, or perform other
complex in-game tasks.

engine
GAMEPLAY FOUNDATIONS
Event/Messaging System

Static World Elements

World Loading: to manage the le I/O
necessary to load game world chunks
and other needed assets from disk into memory and to manage the
allocation and deallocation of memory for these resources.

ONLINE MULTIPLAYER
Game State Replication

Object Authority Policy

Match-Making & Game Mgmt

AUDIO
Audio Playback

DSP/Effects
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Audio Management

engine
LOW-LEVEL RENDERER
Text & Fonts

Primitive Submission

Viewports & Virtual Screens

Debug Drawing (Lines)

Collision & Physics – To ensure objects would not
interpenetrate, and interact with the virtual
world in reasonable way.

HUMAN INTERFACE DEVICES (HID)
Game-Speci c Interface

Physical Device I/O - the
keyboard and mouse.

PROFILLING & DEBUGGING
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Memory & Performance Stats

Recording & Playback

engine
RESOURCES (Game Assets)
Game Maps (Arena)
Front Resource
Resource Manager - It provides a uni ed
interface for accessing any and all types of game
assets and other engine input data.

Physics Parameters

CORE SYSTEMS

Engine Con g.
Memory management

Module Start-Up & Shut-Down
Assertions: Lines of error- checking code
(inserted to catch logical mistakes and
violations of the program).

Pro ling / Stats Gathering
Data structures & algorithms

OS DRIVERS HARDWARE
Our backend is hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and is built using a server-less model
with AWS Lambda. This enables us to provide effectively unlimited scalability.

Database – DynamoDB or S3
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AWS monitoring - CloudWatch

Security services including Guard Duty, Detective and
Security Hub.

Our proprietary, back-end gaming engine provides game developers with the tools and
functions to develop their own projects without incurring the initial, substantial
investment for the technology infrastructure development itself. This allows for their fund
raising activities to be focused on other aspects of game development, bringing their
projects to market earlier and reducing start-up costs and risks. Fund raising will be
substantially easier and faster for 3rd parties when utilising an existing game engine
provided by Funganomics®

To date we have already achieved several significant milestones & benchmarks in terms of
progress and are well on our way to the ‘Presale’ & ’Live’ phases of the project.
Specifically, we have completed the NFT Platform/Marketplace and these assets are now
fully functional. Development of the game itself (Funganomics Ultimate Showdown (www.fungality.io) is well underway. All supporting documentation has been created,
including the Whitepaper and backend Blockchain smart contracts. This Whitepaper
is published the funganomics.com website for reference and perusal.

Our Fungamentals
Funganomics has been founded upon several critical values that
we believe are integral to our ongoing success as a company but
more over and most importantly the success of our member
community, partners, collaborators and investors. These tenets
include the following:

We will be an ever-evolving ecosystem adding regular
and pulsed value to our member community
We will strive to place ourselves as a market leader &
innovator for Play To Earn games & platform
integration utilising blockchain technology
We will endeavour to strengthen our products &
services to support mass adoption of Blockchain
technology into general society
We wish to empower individuals to take control and
manage their own wealth providing sector ‘vehicles’
and tools to securely and e ectively execute this
vision
The Funganomics® vision is to provide long term
products and services that exceed the requirements
of our member community for years to come
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Our business model does NOT support a short-term
and unsustainable accumulation of wealth with a
narrow view to exit the market quickly
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The Play To Earn Market
The Play To Earn (P2E) market is one that has been explosively growing in popularity. The potential
earnings can definitely raise a few eyebrows. As such, many users are not only engaged with
current market offerings but are highly anticipating games that are expected to launch soon. P2E
games that allow players to enjoy gameplay such as challenges, battle simulators, tasks and more;
after which they receive rewards via in-game currency.
For example, Axie In nity (a leading P2E game) permits players to earn SLP after they have
completed their daily challenges. However, prices for Axies have now skyrocketed to such an
extent that appeal is reduced for many new players as not everyone can a ord the minimum 3
character circa $1,500 buy-in. The P2E movement is certainly in full swing and gaining incredible
traction never previously recorded. While NFTs are certainly creating a well documented current
media & sector stir, gaming is what drives blockchain usage.
‘Mainstream Media has embraced the traction gained in the P2E & NFT space and NFT
micro indicators point towards the organic growth of the space. In addition, there have
been indicators at a macro level that signal positive patterns from a more general
perspective. Having this type of news surrounding premier NFT projects like CryptoPunks
and BAYC bene ts the entire NFT space and the whole blockchain industry’
( https://dappradar.com/blog/dapp-industry-overview-august-2021/ )
As an overview it is important to considerer external sources in terms of the current market trends
and activity for reference:
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*At points within these references there are omissions for the sake of reducing content such as
omitting other world currency equivalents to the $

Reuters:
LONDON, Oct 4th (Reuters) - Sales volumes of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) surged to $10.7 billion in the third
quarter of 2021, up more than eightfold from the previous quarter, according to data from market tracker
DappRadar, as the frenzy for crypto assets reached new highs.
NFTs use blockchain to record the ownership of digital items such as images, videos, collectibles and even land
in virtual worlds. read more Surging sales and hefty prices on NFTs - items which do not physically exist - have
ba ed many but the explosive growth shows no sign of abating. read more
https://www.reuters.com/technology/nft-sales-surge-107-bln-q3-crypto-asset-frenzy-hits-new-highs-2021-10-04/

Gadgets 360:
NFT sales volume surged to $10.7 billion in the third quarter of 2021, up more than eightfold from the previous
quarter, according to data from market tracker DappRadar, as the frenzy for crypto assets reached new highs.
NFTs use Blockchain to record the ownership of digital items such as images, videos, collectibles, and even land
in virtual worlds. Surging sales and hefty prices on NFTs - items which do not physically exist - have ba ed
many but the explosive growth shows no sign of abating.
The third-quarter gure was up from $1.3 billion in Q2 and $1.2 billion (roughly Rs. 8,935 crores) in Q1,
DappRadar said. On the biggest NFT marketplace, OpenSea, sales volumes hit $3.4 billion (roughly Rs. 25,320
crores) in August. Activity remained strong even in September when global stock markets faltered.
Cryptocurrency price gains during the COVID-19 pandemic are often cited as a driver behind the NFT market's
growth - because people use cryptocurrencies to buy NFTs - but enthusiasts say that the crypto assets have
value independently of market conditions.
To be sure, estimates for the size of the NFT market vary depending on what is included. Transactions which
take place "o -chain", such as NFT art sales at auction houses, are often not captured by the data.
DappRadar's numbers, which include multiple blockchains and "o -chain" transactions, put total 2021 sales
volume at $13.2 billion. Another market tracker, CryptoSlam, which excludes "o -chain" sales, says the gure is
$9.6 billion. Meanwhile, NonFungible.com, which tracks NFTs on the Ethereum Blockchain only, puts the 2021
total volume at $7 billion.
The most expensive known NFT sale was a digital collage sold at Christie's for $69.3 million in March. Since
then, no known NFT has come close to this price, but auction houses still hold NFT sales, often fetching millions.
However, despite growing sales and celebrities and other investors jumping on the trend, the number of NFT
buyers remains relatively small: there were just 265,927 active wallets trading NFTs on the ethereum blockchain
in Q3, NonFungible.com said. More than half of NFTs sold in Q3 were $101-$1,000, while those in the $1,001$10,000 bracket accounted for 20 percent of sales, and 17 percent fetched less than $100, NonFungible.com
said.
Gaming-related NFTs also surged, with the blockchain-based game Axie In nity leading the "play-to-earn"
sector with $776 million in Q3 revenues, DappRadar said.
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https://gadgets.ndtv.com/cryptocurrency/news/cryptocurrency-nft-sales-surge-q3-2021-usd-10-7-billionbuying-frenzy-opensea-dappradar-2564362

AWS Hosting
AWS is the largest cloud computing platform in the world, with millions of servers
running in hundreds of data centres around the globe and o er various hosting
services.
Utilising services from AWS is signi cantly cheaper than implementing the service
ourselves because of the substantial cost of the physical hardware. Other clear
advantages of using cloud services include scalability and reliability. Many large
web hosting companies all over the world use AWS for some or all of their
infrastructure.
AWS, therefore, has long been a pivotal part of the internet as we know it, and
looks destined to continue to be relevant for decades.
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AWS will therefore be implemented by Funganomics® for MP4 Video NFTs and
gaming.

Bespoke Untethered Multi-Network &
Multi-Format NFT Platform Fungatopia
An NFT ecosystem for the future of NFTs and NFT Gaming
Funganomics® are building an NFT platform called Fungatopia to integrate with our
technologies. We will never stop developing fresh, new, exciting projects and the associated
utilities to collect, buy and trade your investments. There are many projects that are in our
development pipeline that will utilise the Funganomics® platform via this integration. The
Funganomics® NFT platform has an inherent back-end versatility that future proofs the business,
truly considering and addressing features and functions for the future of NFTs and NFT Gaming.

What are NFTs?
NFT is an acronym meaning ‘Non-Fungible Token’. Fungible refers to something that has the ability
to be exchanged or substituted by the same identical item; it is therefore interchangeable for
something of equal value. For something to be Non-Fungible it must be an asset that can not be
substituted since it has ‘unique attributes’ that make it different from something else within the same
asset class. Token refers to a digital certificate stored on a secure distributed database called a
Blockchain. Essentially an NFT is a digital asset - publicly verifiable intellectual property - which is
authenticated on the blockchain

What is NFT ‘Minting’
Minting an NFT is a process by which the art/piece becomes part of the Blockchain. A blockchain is a
public ledger that is unchangeable and carefully designed to have high levels of tamper-proofing.
Similar to how metal coins are minted and added into circulation, NFTs are like coins that are ‘minted’
whenever they are made. Your digital asset (which can be any digital file) is addressed as an NFT so
it would then be able to be bought, sold and exchanged in the marketplace and can be carefully
followed as it is further exchanged or sold again at a later date.
A minting function is included within the Funganomics platform and we will offer gasless minting for
the initial NFT collection purchases to incentivise commerce. The platform itself is built to scale with a
direct system and route to market.

Why Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Binance, the world's largest cryptocurrency exchange, deployed its blockchain (Binance
Smart Chain) in September 2020 as a worthy competitor to the Ethereum Blockchain.
Binance, with its smart contract functionality, combined with the unique compatibility feature of
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), allows users to get a high transaction capacity. Owing to
Ethereum's congestion and high gas fees, developers and investors are forced to consider
Binance Smart Chain. The BSC community made the blockchain network more desirable to
new users by decreasing the network's gas fee as a cost-effective and stable option.
BSC is unbeatably cheap and speedy, with transactions taking less than 3 seconds and
costing under $1 for each swap. Compared to Ethereum's 13-second average block
completion time over the past year, BSC touts a three-second block completion time. This
equals roughly 57.8 BSC transactions per second and 15 Ethereum transactions per second.
The speed with which BSC executes transactions and the cheap network fee it charges have
resulted in a massive rush of users, with BSC currently having 2 to 3 times the number of
transactions as Ethereum. As a result, it has established itself as an important and appealing
launch pad for smart contract ventures.
A lot of existing projects use Ethereum blockchain at the moment. However, due to scalability
concerns, it causes congestion and, as a result, extremely high gas network fees. It is not the
best option for our platforms, whose one of our goals is to allow many people to have easy
access to our play to earn game.
Ether's value has risen to $4,600 in recent months, with transaction fees reaching $300 and
as high as $400 at times. It would be inappropriate for a project like ours to continue to charge
hefty network costs on transactions to our investors and platform users.
Aside from that, BSC is a Proof of Stake Blockchain, as opposed to the Proof of Work
blockchains of Bitcoin and Ethereum. As a result, it is more environmentally friendly, as it uses
significantly less electricity. We are also focusing on sustainable and ecologically friendly
improvements as a gaming company. As a result, BSC is still a feasible choice.

The Versatility of the Fungatopia NFT Platform
Fungatopia ‘Creator’ utility:
Not everyone can mint and display NFTs on the Fungatopia platform. For NON Community Members
with a Metamask account there will be an application process that will need to be followed in order to
list an NFT on the Fungatopia platform. The applied rationale is that we need to ensure certain variables
are coherent and vertically aligned with our fundamentals (see: ‘Our Fungamentals’ ).
These non-exhaustive considerations of variables include:

Variety of niche

Content

Volume

In this fashion Fungatopia a does not support a ‘land-grab’ mentality whereby- for the sake of listings
volume - all individuals can list almost anything upon our platform.
Whilst a Creator application may be permitted to list his or her NFTs on Fungatopia, the seller will not
capitalise from the associated benefits of an email sign-up Community Membership. Some of the
advantages of becoming a community member are:

Early notification of exclusive NFT drops
Monthly ‘Special Edition’ NFTs
Loyalty rewards following 12 months of membership
Full access to the Funganomics® Crypto Training Course
Our member community will, however, have the benefits of all the aforementioned and more as we
develop our incentives and loyalty programs over time. Creator NFTs can also be listed in auctions
or at a fixed price point. The versatile functionality of the platform ensures that it provides
transactional reporting information such as:

Sales
Sold History
Collection Categories

Fungatopia® will allow NFT collectors to segment and categorise their collections
by asset class and as such present a versatility to the platform not currently
widespread among major NFT marketplaces. Some of these features will be
available ‘out of the box’ while some will be introduced during future updates.
Integrated within the Fungatopia platform will be our Play To Earn P2E gaming
division; FGS Games. In relation to our games - such as Funganomics Ultimate
Showdown [FUS], Fungatopia has the functionality of randomisation. This utility can
be applied to minting random Clans where characters, numbers and traits can be
randomised. This utility will have a myriad of exciting applications as our games
develop in volume and genre. This gives our Member Community the flexibility &
freedom to experiment and discover vast combinations of in-game potential and
Mintable NFTs gaming. Many future projects are within our pipeline and will be
designed with platform integration in mind. In this regard the Fungatopia platform
has vast versatility and enhanced functions to future
proof the Funganomics® brand.

The Ultimate Showdown

Funganomics® Community Membership
There are significant benefits to becoming a member such as notification of future NFT drops
before general public release. Community Members are able to therefore build highly valuable
NFT collections ‘without the fear of missing out on Funganomics® NFT availability’.
Community member collections will be underlined with several high-end measures and
features to ensure maximum security of your collections. Community Members benefit from:
gaining access to our NFT collections at initial offering price, having exclusivity to list NFTs on
the general public marketplace and the subsequent financial rewards that come alongside this
privilege.
As added value Funganomics® community members will also receive a special edition NFT
every month. These will hold a minimum general marketplace value of $100. These monthly
special edition NFT’s will contribute to a larger 13 piece NFT collection set.
Once a community member has held 12 months of membership they automatically receive the
13th NFT art piece, air dropped into their collection. The 13th piece will be a unique - one of a
kind - art piece for every Founding community member. This is gifted by Funganomics® as a
loyalty reward.
As a community member you can choose to sell your NFT assets on your Funganomics®
marketplace Fungatopia® via a fixed price or enter the NFT asset into an auctioned sale for
the cryptocurrency of your choosing.
As part of the Funganomics® family community membership full access is given to our
comprehensive library of training videos, covering a multitude of blockchain related topics.
This is to help you traverse the Crypto Universe and equip you with knowledge that will assist
you in avoiding common pitfalls and enhance your comprehension of the more popular
trading models. These are chargeable training videos for those that are not members of our
Community but are all completely free as a Funganomics® community member.
Our NFT platform will be Multi-Network offering Binance, Matic and ETH for added flexibility…
to NFT collectors- reducing fees to hold NFTs on a network of choice. This will commence with
ETH and BSC.
Upon becoming accepted as a Funganomics® community member, you will receive the first
NFT drop automatically. The NFTs minted on Funganomics will be securely linked directly to
your account which means that you are in control and therefore will hold, own and manage
your assets directly.

Open Multi-Network
Funganomics will integrate multiple Chains and Networks. Before incorporating
other networks such as Matic (now Polygon), and Ethereum, Funganomics
ecosystem's initial choice network is the Binance smart chain. Binance smart
chain is the first choice network due to:

Secure network:
To ensure network security, Proof-of-Stake relay chains are used.

Fast throughput:
For speedier transactions, Binance Smart Chain use heterogeneous sharding

Governance:
Using on-chain governance for full network decentralization.

Interoperability:
Utilizing blockchain networks' cross-chain communication.

HOW FUNGANOMICS WILL ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF ETHEREUM’S GAS
FEES AFTER THE INTEGRATION OF ETHEREUM.
Utilising Ethereum at Funganomics® we should see this fee issue addressed with the introduction of
Layer 2 by Ethereum which is promising to be more energy efficient (so less cost implicative) as well
as promising to increase scalability. Layer 2 addresses the concerns of current gas prices and slower
transactions on their Layer 1 blockchain (or mainnet) as well as delays in transaction settlement.
Ethereum network refer to ‘scalability’ defining improvements in transaction speed alongside
transaction throughputs. However, in the interest of our Community Members should this Layer 2
rollout be delayed Funganomics® will intervene; transferring and implementing an alternative Layer
2 solution

Supported Platforms
Web-Based
A striking web-based NFT Platform named Fungatopia® that allows
you to peruse, discover and collect your most desirable NFT pieces
with ease. The beautifully and intuitively designed interface
platform enables you to browse and navigate its content, offerings
and functions while taking advantage of its utility with no fuss. We
have designed the site to be engaging, fun and easy to use making
your experience the best it can possibly be while you build your
collections.

Mobile Application
We know how precious your time can be so our team is also busy
designing The Funganomics® Mobile Application that will allow for
browsing and purchases from your mobile device without fear of
missing out if you’re away from your desk when the next collection
drops. Our technology will support Apple, Android and a host of
other mobile devices. This is a future feature currently in
development.

Supported NFT Formats
Video
For those moments in time that are best captured on video. From
classic television scenes, sporting legend historical moments,
music video clips to those deeply memorable cinematic moments
all captured and minted as an NFT! Futuristic art collections can
also take video format.

Visual
Exciting and striking NFT art brought to you by your
Funganomics® team in a timely and pulsed manner in limited
and specific quantities to ensure that you maximise the
appreciation of your chosen assets. Visual NFTs will cover a large
part of our ecosystem as they do for most platforms ranging from
one off art pieces to rare digital collectibles.

Audio
Those moments that are best experienced in audio only. Close
your eyes, slip on your over-ear headphones of choice immerse
your auditory senses into your NFT.

Traits
No platform would be complete without trait based NFTs as they are
fundamentally the cornerstone of the NFT market in terms of revenue, rarity,
aesthetics and desirability. Custom features within the platform gives creators
the freedom of creating well thought out and bespoke collections.

Collections
Our platform gives creators the flexibility to host multiple collections
neatly organised within individual creator accounts.

Wallet
Your secure way of transacting within the Funganomics® ecosystem. Rest
assured; all that can be done to secure your transactions has been done and we
will continue to protect your assets as vigorously
as we protect ours.
BNB is needed in order to submit any transaction on the Binance Smart Chain,
while ETH for Ethereum Blockchain, likewise MATIC for POLYGON network. A
wallet is where you hold your BNB, ETH, MATIC and how you submit
transactions, create, buy and sell items with us and with 3rd parties. Metamask
and Trust Wallet is one of such wallets. You can either create an account for
Funganomics® drops or utilise the Metamask and Trust wallet. The choice is
yours! We will also be building a Funganomics® ‘seed phrase’ based wallet in
future platform upgrades for an additional layer of security.

AWS Hosting
AWS is the largest cloud computing platform in the world, with millions of servers
running in hundreds of data centres around the globe and o er various hosting services.
Utilising services from AWS is signi cantly cheaper than implementing the service
ourselves because of the substantial cost of the physical hardware. Other clear
advantages of using cloud services include scalability and reliability. Many large web
hosting companies all over the world use AWS for some or all of their infrastructure.
AWS, therefore, has long been a pivotal part of the internet as we know it, and looks
destined to continue to be relevant for decades
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AWS will therefore be implemented by Funganomics® for MP4 Video NFTs and gaming.

Funganomics® are developing a back-end gaming engine ecosystem; FGS Games® that
supports the rollout of our present and future projects. The Funganomics Ultimate Showdown
(FUS) combat P2E game is the very first of these projects and more will follow ensuring
maximum scalability of our brand on the blockchain.
The future will see many more exciting, engaging gaming experiences across the spectrum of
genres all under the Funganomics® brand and our gaming platform FGS Games®. These will
develop from an initial 3D multi-platform format to Virtual and Augmented reality gaming
experiences. Future developments will see cross platform functionality for mobile and
web-based game versions.
These truly are exciting times and never has there been a better time to be part of the
Funganomics® family ahead of the curve!
In the same way as our NFT platform we will collaborate with new and existing gaming
partners to expand our gaming division ensuring that any game launched in our ecosystem
offers engagement, value and scalability.

Web-Based
Undoubtedly the best way to experience FUS is by using a PC to maximise your gaming
experience. The game has been built with PC gaming in mind and as such offers the very best
of its gameplay via this method. With more allowance for dexterity you are free to take full
advantage of your characters attacks, defences and signature moves with more visual feedback
from your desktop monitor screen while you Play To Earn your FUS rewards.

Mobile App
For those without the ability to utilise a PC or those times that mobile gameplay is more
logistically viable (during work commute, travel time etc) you will find our mobile application
(currently in development) meets your needs. Whether accessing via your cell phone or tablet
FUS can be accessed and played remotely and while on the move so you do not miss out on
your daily gameplay. We do however advise that your gameplay will be greatly enhanced
by using a PC wherever possible!

Funganomics Ultimate Showdown (FUS)
Funganomics Ultimate Showdown (FUS) is an NFT collection of characters speci cally designed
for players within our game. We have merged NFT conformity with branding, engagement and
imagination without losing Funganomics’ strategic imperatives as we see this having more
intrinsic value to our future visions and company development.
FUS is an ERC 721 NFT collection consisting of
10,000 unique characters with unique character traits
are for aesthetic and rarity purposes whereas some
will be used within our game such as weapons and
clothing items as abilities. The exact details will follow
in our game document.
FUS is a web based game using the base
fundamentals of old arcade style game play with
modern advancements within the blockchain sector.
Merging these 2 key components enables us to build
out a reward based game. FUS will bring new levels of
thrills, fun and excitement to the PTE gaming world
with daily rewards for winning ghts. There will be
Monthly Clan Leagues and exciting Battle Royales at
timed intervals to enhance player engagement.
Imagine if you will that there are just 3 hours left in the
Monthly Clan League. You are live on Youtube, your
clan is level-pegging with another clan. It’s you and
just one other player in a Battle Royale with x3 clan
points at stake - both with minimum health - the
pressure is on! You dodge a spinning roundhouse kick
and deliver a nal blow to win the Battle Royale and
$100,000 in ETH is awarded to your clan.
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50% of transactional sales value will go towards
player prizes in daily rewards, Player Leagues and
Clan Leagues. This could lead to some extremely
exciting prizes for players, clans and clan owners.

Clan Owners
Buying a Clan Token entitles you to create and gather
players to be in your clan. Clan Owners earn 5% of the
earnings from all of the ghters in the clan via daily and
weekly battles.
Clan Owners also earn 40% prizes in monthly clan
leagues. It's your job as a Clan Owner to pick the best
players and motivate them although the Weekly League
prizes will give players lots of added motivation. We see
this as a player manager or manager style approach to
FUS. Clan Owners can choose to be ghters or
managers of a clan this can be decided by clan owners.
You can designate Captains to have privileges that help you manage your clan. You can recruit and
remove ghters out of your clan as you please to make way for better players increasing your
chances of nishing higher in the leagues. Captains will get 5% of monthly clan rewards. Our initial
minting process will allow you to purchase a clan on its own or a clan plus 30 characters giving you
the option to run competitions or re sell to your community.
There will be 500 clans with up to 30 players in each clan and Monthly Clan Leagues with the top 10
ranked clans within each league winning ETH rewards. We will add more clans in the future and the
clan player rewards will be reduced to 3%. Clans will have a Chat feature so you will be able to
discuss tactics, previous battles and upcoming events.

Battle Arenas
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FUS will have 8 speci c battle arenas each themed to the origins of the character ghters.

Weekly Divisions
Players participate in 1v1, 2v2 or 4v4 battles; this will go towards their Weekly League
Rankings AND your Clan Rankings. Each player will be awarded with Battle Stars for each
win; the more stars you win the higher the league ranking. At the end of each week the top
10 players in each league will win crypto rewards and progress to the next higher league to
battle for even bigger ETH prizes.
You will also lose Battle Stars for every loss making sure you're always playing players of
your standard and thus make the game fair for all players.
You will also gain clan points for each win so not only will you be working towards your
Weekly League standings you’ll also be helping your clan to win ETH prizes!
Players will be assigned to leagues; 5% of players will be promoted each week and 5% will
be relegated. At the end of each week Battle Stars will reset ready for the next week of play.

Monthly Clan Leagues
•
•
•
•

Master Divisions; 1,2,3
Elite Divisions; 1,2,3
Pro Divisions; 1,2,3
Amateur Divisions; 1,2,3

FUS Battle Royale
FUS Battle Royale will take place at random times throughout the month. Announcements will
happen 7 days before an event. Battle Royale will take place between players from di erent
clans. Our Battle Royale will give players the opportunity to play for larger ETH prizes and x3
x5 x10 clan points adding some real spice to the game at pivotal times within the Monthly
Clan Leagues.
Players will still battle players of similar Battle Star rankings. We will ensure that clan points
are awarded based on Battle Star ranking so if you're a whiz at the game in higher leagues
you can make more impact to your clan points. All clan members help towards the nal Clan
League Standings at the end of the month.
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Battle Royale games will have a twist. Not all players from each clan will be called up to play
each Battle Royale game although an even amount of clan members will be chosen at tiered
league levels. This will add to the excitement of the game as no one will know until 7 days
before the battle. This will be your call to battle.

Augmented Reality from Fungality®
Whilst Virtual Reality games require specialised VR headsets, only some Augmented
Reality systems use them. AR is an interactive experience of a real-world
environment where the objects that reside in the real world are enhanced by
computer-generated perceptual information. Sometimes this is across multiple
sensory modalities not often considered including: visual, auditory, haptic and
olfactory with additional somatosensory functions being the ability to interpret most
bodily sensations in general. Basic AR gaming ordinarily therefore, is the integration
of 2 of these senses; game visual and audio with the user's environment in real time.
Funganomics® have the clear intent of exploring all of these gaming opportunities
along our long term roadmap to bring you new and exciting AR games.
Funganomics® are proud to state and execute our promise to be an ever evolving
ecosystem for our community members.
Funganomics® have made great inroads into developing our technology for our AR
platform. We expect to be ready for Beta testing according to our roadmap. The
rollout of our AR platform will be systematic as the technology ties in with many other
aspects of our project.

Virtual Reality from Fungality®
As the pinnacle of gaming engagement Virtual Reality is the creation of a virtual
environment presented to our senses in such a way that we experience it as if we
were there in person by arti cially accounting for both cognition and human
perception. At present it is the forerunning technology of reality emulation and uses
a vast array of technologies to achieve the experience.
Future games from Funganomics® will leverage the power of VR and maximise its
potential via our purpose built VR games. genres of sports, combat, racing,
entertainment and architecture are just some of the verticals within which we can
utilise the technology to create immersive experiences for our member community.

Combat
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Our premier and initial game o ering FUS is primarily a combat game. This much
beloved genre has proven over time to be amongst the most popular with gaming
enthusiasts. FUS is a game of skill and as such you’ll need to hone your combat skills
with the variety of moves that accompany your character choice. To help you perfect
your ability to execute your characters moves in combat you will be provided access to
a practice arena to ensure that your o ensive and defensive moves are a second
nature when the time comes that you are called to battle!

Sports
A future release will see Sports as an alternative genre for those that share this passion.
Here you will be able to pit your skills via various sporting activities against others within
the Funganomics® Community. Will you be shooting your last hoop in the nal seconds
of play, hitting your nal Home Run or shooting for your last goal to earn your FUS
rewards? There will be many games to suit your favourite sporting bias and we will
always be listening on the Funganomics® Discord to ensure we meet your expectations,
provide satisfaction, add real value and provide the desired entertainment for your
Community Membership.

Architecture
For those with a creative disposition you may prefer to build upon virtual land to
create your own self built environment whether separate or as part of a community.
This may include the ability to occupy these lands with a population of your
choosing while designing your own desired avatar & persona to interact with other
Community Members. There can be various ways of earning rewards in this fashion.
Perhaps you choose to create and role-play as your unique avatar that has
desirable traits and possessions and furthermore wish to mint this into an
saleable NFT!

Card
To meet the expectations of those within our Community that have preference to card
strategy games Funganomics® will develop a game that has a card based model. In
this fashion rewards will be earned with a strategic approach based on variable card
traits. Play to collect, play to trade on the Funganomics® NFT Marketplace;
Fungatopia® or choose to trade on open marketplaces.

General Entertainment
Whether the game provides a quest directive leading you to game completion, puzzle & problem solving,
racing, action/adventure, shooting, real-time strategy, or RPG Funganomics® have a clear ambition to provide
gaming experiences across the spectrum of genres ensuring that Community Membership provides you with
the opportunity to earn the rewards you desire within the game setting that best suits you.
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We have many games at seed concept and development stages that we are excited to bring to our community
members as you walk alongside us on our journey. In line with these developments and our ever evolving
directive as a company strategic imperative the value of the Funganomics® brand will substantially increase
and therefore the value of our coin. What a great time to get involved!

Funganomics Crypto Training Course
Although we will provide unique NFT products we also want to educate those that wish to learn about
the sector. This is why we have designed, created and produced the Funganomics® Crypto Training
Course. Although we are not a training provider we’re happy to help those newcomers that would like a
little guidance in the sector.
This course of 24 videos (non-exhaustive) is not intended to explore the individual subjects addressed in
depth but instead offer just enough information to provide a good ‘Fungamental’ understanding to
anyone looking to enter the space or enhance their basic understanding. In this regard we favour
providing a broader sector snapshot across a spectrum of topics to help new-comers to the market see
the true possibilities of blockchain technology as well as educate in ways to avoid common pitfalls.
Completing our Crypto Training Course will additionally give members the opportunity to add an
incremental income source utilising an understanding of day trading, swing trading, hodling and
selecting the right type of crypto projects for them to invest in as well as understanding the market
cycles to have the best chance of maximising their ROI. The content should be of benefit even for
those considered to be more experienced within the community. This will enhance our Funganomics®
added value proposition and strengthen the brand, presenting well to our community and to the wider
crypto community. This will be an initial free offering but may be chargeable at a later date for non
community members.

Course Content:
• Creating Accounts

Metamask, Coinbase, crypto.com, Binance, Uniswap

• Sector

Bitcoin Influence, YouTubers to Follow, Crypto News, Scams, NFTs

• Income Models

Play To Earn, Launchpads, Passive Income

• Trading

Support and Resistance, Trading Patterns, Candlestick Analysis,
Entry and Exits, Market Structure and Trends Lines, Elliot Waves,
Technical Indicators, Risk Management

Initial Marketcap: $1,250,000. Our Presale price: $0.10
Vesting periods: 25% Unlocked 25% per quarter Public Sale price: $0.25
Staking has a variable APY model for different staking durations.
The Funganomics ecosystem provides Utility across each of its products.
Fungatopia - A 10% Discount will be provided for NFT purchases through our platform & token.
FGS Games - Character drops and transaction revenue
Fungality - In game purchases and partnerships
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Vested tokens will be locked via Trust Swap Smart Locks viewable at https://team. nance

Allocation of Funds
We have spent time and resources to get to where we are today. Our presale investment
will help us build our ecosystem even further.

Project Initiative Development 60%
Gaming Engine
Mobile Application Development - Gaming
Augmented Reality

Develop Fungatopia NFT platform 20%
Enhancement of Backend Functionality
Continued Aesthetic Considerations
Mobile Application Development

Additional Talent Acquisition 10%
Addition of sector specific senior appointments
Development team - 10 new appointments

Marketing 10%
Advertising
Increase subscription numbers;
Community Membership

Roadmap
2021-2022

The Funganomics® Team
The Funganomics® team brings together seasoned professionals
from both domestic and foreign talent pools

Jeremy Roberts - CEO
Jeremy is the Founder and CEO of Funganomics. He is the
Blockchain visionary who conceptualised the company’s mission
and is spearheading development of its product portfolio. Jeremy’s
Crypto-evangelism fuels his obsession to assemble and lead a
world-class team in crafting new technology that is propelling the
Blockchain sector into the mainstream for the benefit of all humankind.
He has extensive professional experience in a wide variety of roles,
all of which have been geared towards delighting and empowering his
customers via technology enablement.

Len
LenMartin
Martin- -Investor/Advisor
CSO
Len Martin is Funganomics’ Chief Strategy O cer. He is
Len Martin is Funganomics’ Chief Strategy O cer. He is
responsible for strategy formulation and management, overseeing
responsible for strategy formulation and management, overseeing
strategic planning and leading strategic initiatives, including M&A,
strategic planning and leading strategic initiatives, including M&A,
transformation, capital raises, partnerships and alliances. Len is a
transformation, capital raises, partnerships and alliances. Len is a
Blockchain enthusiast, private investor and advisor with more
Blockchain enthusiast, private investor and advisor with more
than 25 years of experience assisting companies in corporate
than 25 years of experience assisting companies in corporate
development & strategy, technology, operations and sales.
development & strategy, technology, operations and sales.

Shane Price - Sales Director
Shane is the company's Global Business Manager, accountable for
propelling and supporting the organic growth of Funganomics' core
business. His 20+ years of experience in sales and marketing is
grounded by a successful track record of consistently driving pro table
revenue increases, year-over-year. Shane simultaneously demonstrates
the unique ability to function at an executive level, while maintaining a
tenacity and zeal for important details that ultimately bring about the
closure of signi cant, "win-win" deals on behalf of his company. He is
also an Ethereum enthusiast and self-proclaimed "gym rat".

Ryan McLean - Head of Design
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Like William Shakespeare, there are some people who have an
incredible gift for writing. Others, such as Van Gogh, are remarkable
painters. Funganomics is fortunate indeed to have Ryan on our team,
an individual possessing a brilliant, innate talent and vision for creating
truly spectacular websites, user interfaces and other digital products.
He has worked side-by-side in partnership with our Founder for well
over a decade, and the projects Ryan is currently developing on behalf
of our Community members are one-of-a-kind and simply stunning...
just wait and see!

Rafael Requelme - Platform Director
Rafael has a wealth of experience speci cally within the NFT space.
A valued member of the team who will help guide us through our
company development and help with day to day management of
the project and partners

Ivan Fields - Community Manager
Ivan is responsible for community management through our social
channels, assisting moderators and dealing with general day to
day community announcements and news. Ivan is also a crypto
investor who understands day trading and crypto cycles.

Richard Ellis - Social Media Advertising
Whether it be YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Meta or any other social
media platform, Richard is a battle-tested and proven digital
channel marketing "guru" in each and every one of these online
spaces. He has been a true pioneer in this eld for more than 15
years, planning and implementing wildly successful advertising and
awareness campaigns, one of which recently resulted in the largest
Crypto Token sale of 2021.

Leah Rogers - Videography
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Leah has a true passion for video production. Leah has worked
on many internet adverts, internet promotions and always likes
to keep herself up to date with the latest trends within the
video production sector.

George Cox - CMO
An omnichannel marketing strategist, with a sustained record of
success leading marketing teams within traditional multinational
corporations, high-growth SMEs and start-ups. In recent years
George focus has been taking his experience to guide other
Crypto related projects through successful Token Generation
Events and growth.

Brett Smith - CISO
Nothing is more important to Funganomics than both the security
and privacy of our valued customers’ information. These issues are
precisely what Brett solely focuses on each and every day. He is a
seasoned and gifted computer security and risk professional who
diligently implements a philosophy of prevention-over-detection. His
experience comprises networks, enterprise-wide systems,
vulnerability management, incident response and forensic analysis.
We all sleep soundly each night knowing Brett is on the job.

*Funganomics® are not affiliated with any companies referred t
within this document whatsoever unless otherwise stated
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